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Haslam 408 MHz map (1982)

Credit: Many images etc from Essential Radio Astronomy:
https://science.nrao.edu/opportunities/courses/era



  

What do radio telescopes do?

● Radio telescopes convert EM waves into output 
power as a function of radio freq ν and time t

● The astrophysical signals are incredibly weak 
and are measured in Janskys (10-26 W/m2/Hz)

● Almost all of the power we measure is noise
● We usually talk about power in terms of 

temperature as the units are better, as 
converted using Boltzmann’s constant: 

k = 1.38x10-16 erg/K
(Note: 107 erg/s = 1 Watt)



  

Blackbody Brightness

At most radio freqs and for most thermal emission 
sources, we do not need full Plank blackbody law

because
(but be careful in sub-mm and for cold sources!) 

For instance, for the Sun at 1 GHz:



  

Rayleigh-Jeans Approximation

Can expand denominator and get simpler relation:

 

That is brightness (or intensity) of a thermal 
source.  But we usually want flux density, and for 
that, for small sources of angular size Ω:



  

Brightness Temperature

● Most radio sources do not emit only blackbody 
radiation, yet we can still use Rayleigh-Jeans 
equation to describe a property of them

● Brightness temperature Tb is the BB temp that a 
source would have to have such that it’s 
brightness at freq ν matches that of a blackbody:

● Brightness temp is not a physical temperature! 
(or actually, it is only in very special circumstances)

(I
ν
  is the spectral

brightness or intensity)



  

Rayleigh-Jeans Approx for Warm 
Resistor

Similar thing happens with power per unit 
bandwidth emitted by a warm resistor:

becomes (called the Nyquist approximation):

This lets us measure power at the back of a radio 
receiver in terms of temperature



  

Antenna Temperature and S/N
● Defined as the temp of an ideal resistor that would 

produce the same Rayleigh-Jeans power per unit 
freq as the antenna output

● In general, the instantaneous signal-to-noise in the 
radio might be:

where Tsys is the system temperature.  But this is 
rarely the case for many reasons...



  

Antenna Temperature Continued

● If a source has temp Tb and is much larger than 
the beam of the telescope, then TA = Tb

● However, if the source angular size Ωs is 
smaller than the beam size Ωb then

● The ratio Ωs / Ωb is 
called beam filling factor Ωb

Ωs



  

Radio Sensitivity
● We can guess some things about how the 

sensitivity of radio telescopes must scale
● Signal-to-noise is often what we want...

– For signal, bigger must be better, because we are 
collecting radio waves and/or photons

● For our telescopes, that is the effective area, Aeff 

– For noise, we must want as little as possible
● We describe noise in radio astronomy in terms of 

temperture, and in this case, the system temp, Tsys

● Radio sensitivity ∝ Aeff / Tsys

● We often just say “A over T”



  

“Effective Area” of an Antenna

● Flux density Sν is in units of Watts/m2/Hz

● Antennas collect Power (per Hz), Pν

● From an unpolarized source, 
● Re-arranging, we can define the “Effective 

Area” of an antenna, where ηA is the Aperture 
Efficiency, and Ageom is the geometric area:



  

“Effective Area” of an Antenna
● Astonishingly, for all antennas, the average 

effective area is:

– That really only usefully applies to near omni-
directional antennas like dipoles, though

● For telescopes with large apertures A0, and 
therefore strong directionality, ΩA ∝ (λ / D)2

(Note:  Ω
A
 is called the Beam Solid Angle of the telescope)



  

That’s not an antenna...

Feedhorn
at focus

That’s an antenna!

(The dishes are simply collectors.)



  

Antenna “Gain”
● Aeff is often written as the “Gain” of a telescope 

● The units of Gain, G, are Kelvin/Jansky
● A gain of 1 K/Jy telescope therefore implies an 

effective area of:

For GBT,
– And so G for GBT is ~2 K/Jy at freqs where surface 

is very high quality (<15 GHz or so)



  

What affects aperture efficiency, η
A
?

● How well the feed “illuminates” collecting area
– Feed horns are typically designed to have a 

pseudo-gaussian illumination pattern of the dish or 
other reflector.

– For a good design, ηA can be 70%

– For phased array systems, ηA can be 80+%

● How good the surface is at wavelength λ
– Surface efficiency defined by “Ruze” Equation

– σ is the size of the RMS surface error

– Want σ < λ/16...



  

Ruze Eqn and Surface Efficiency

σ is a gaussian dist of ϵ‘s
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Yet another sensitivity term:  SEFD

● System Equivalent Flux Density
● It is the flux density that would generate the 

amount of power per unit bandwidth that we 
see at the output of the system

 

● Smaller is better!  (note that it is ν dependent!)

● Ex:  For the GBT at 1.4 GHz, Tsys ~ 20 K and 
G = 2 K/Jy, so SEFD = 20 K / 2 K/Jy ~ 10 Jy



  

Various types of sensitivity

From SKA Baseline Design Document v2 (Oct 2015)



  

Radiometers

● Antennas produce 
noise in the form of 
voltages

● Those voltages have 
mean of 0 and are 
hard to average to a 
measurable value



  

Radiometers

● Radiometers “detect” 
a signal, typically by 
squaring it (a so-
called “square-law” 
detector), so that it 
can be measured 
and/or integrated

Squared voltages...



  

Radiometers
● Band-limited signal voltages enter

● Nyquist-sampled, it has N = 2Δν samples per sec.  
(i.e. sample rate is twice the bandwidth)

● Square-law detector squares voltages

● Integrator averages them.  Becomes more gaussian 
with time via central limit theorem.

● Standard deviation goes down as N1/2



  

Ideal Radiometer Equation

● For band-limited signal in bandwidth Δν

● And integrated for time τ 

● The RMS error on the measured noise 
temperature of a signal (i.e. Tsys) is:

● Note that Δντ is often very large, 108 or more

With a stable-enough system we can measure anything by 
waiting (and integrating) long enough!



  

System Temperature
● Noise powers are represented by temperatures 

(P = kT), which add linearly

– ΔTsource is from the astrophysical source, and is 
usually tiny (<<Tsys)

– Tcmb is the 2.7K cosmic microwave background

– Tr is the receiver temp, and is typically 10-20 K

– Trsb is the radio source background, including 
Galactic synchrotron and the integrated extra-
galactic radio background:



  

Galactic Synchrotron
● For frequencies <1 GHz, our Galaxy can 

dominate Tsys.  At ~1 GHz, typical Tgal is a 
couple K.  At 400 MHz, it can be 50-300 K.

● Scales as ν-2.7
Haslam 408 MHz map (1982)



  

Spillover
● Imperfect illumination of dish or 

subreflector picks up background 
power (i.e. temp)

● Heavily dependent on optics 
design and shape of illumination 
from feed (i.e. “taper”)

● Better to spillover the sky (~few-
tens K) vs the ground (~300 K)

● Typical values are a few to 10 K 
for Tspill

From Wikipedia



  

Atmosphere
● Atmos. opacity (τA is optical depth) hurts twice:

– Absorption of signal:  Tsrc,ground = exp(-τA)Tsrc,space 

– Extra thermal emission:  [1 – exp(-τA)]Tatm

● Optical depth is heavily
dependent on zenith
angle (length of path
through the atmos)

● For τz << 1:
Tatm,emit ~ 



  

Atmosphere exercise:
● We have Tsys-Tatm ~ 25 K

● τz is 0.15 and z = 45 deg

● Telescope has G = 2 K/Jy and source is 1 Jy
● Atmosphere is ~280 K

Which is worse?  Absorption or Emission?  Why?
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So absorption causes loss of ~20% of the source flux (i.e. signal)



  

Atmosphere exercise:
● We have Tsys-Tatm ~ 25 K

● τz is 0.15 and z = 45 deg

● Telescope has G = 2 K/Jy and source is 1 Jy
● Atmosphere is ~280 K

Which is worse?  Absorption or Emission?  Why?

Tsrc,ground = exp(-τA)Tsrc,space = 0.81 x 2 K/Jy x 1 Jy ~ 1.6 K

So absorption causes loss of ~20% of the source flux (i.e. signal)

Tatm,emit = [1 – exp(-τA)]Tatm = [1 – 0.81] 280 K ~ 53 K

So emission is twice the rest of our Tsys!  It is worse.



  

Complications….



  

Gain and/or Atmosphere Variations
● Receivers are imperfect and their Gains vary in 

time, ΔG.  The atmosphere behaves similarly.

● Gives a false signal:
● Which leads to extra noise:

Practical radiometer equation:

Variations “fixed” by various switching strategies (i.e. 
position or frequency switching, Dicke switching)



  
From Brian Mason



  

Confusion
● Insufficient spatial resolution causes background 

sources to overlap, giving extra noise 

For sub-mm dusty high-z galaxies:

For galaxies at cm wavelengths:

From Brian Mason



  

Surface Brightness Sensitivity
● Too much spatial resolution from interferometers 

means that extended sources bigger than the 
synthesized beam (~λ/b, where b is max 
baseline) lose flux

(This is in addition to the high-pass spatial filtering of interferometry!)

● Loss in sensitivity is proportional to area filling 
factor, which is ~(D/b)2, where D is dish diam

● Single dish telescopes are much better at 
measuring extended sources than 
interferometers (100s-1000s of times better)

● Don’t use more resolution than you need!



  

Radio Frequency Interference

● At cm and m wavelengths, fractional observing 
bandwidths are increasing

● And use of the spectrum is increasing as well
● Interference (meaning legal use of the 

spectrum!) can be extremely strong, highly 
variable in time, and narrow or broadband

● Can cause system to behave non-linearly
● Can dominate over rest of Tsys
● Likely will continue to get worse with time



  

Summary
● Signal is usually determined by telescope Gain, 

atmospheric opacity, flux density of source
● Noise is a combination of many terms, which 

one is dominant depends on observing freq, 
atmospheric conditions, etc

● Other complications come from gain variations, 
source distribution on sky, confusion, RFI, etc.
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